
#CMS·WARES
CODE & Content Management SERVICES

Cell/WA   · +62 82147035552

Email  ·  cmswares.com@gmail.com

Website  ·  https://cmswares.com

— P R O J E C T  Q U O T E —

The following is an example of a project quote. Your mileage may vary.

This is a formal quote describing deliverables, rates, and timeframes for your task.
Please ensure that everything in this document is accurate and covers all your requirements.

Work on your task will commence once this quote is signed and the up-front payment delivered.

QUOTED TO :

Organization: Happy Campers Inc.

Contact Person: Joanne S. Doe

Phone: +1-234-567-890

E-mail: boss@happy.example.com

Website: https://happy.example.com/

QUOTE DETAILS

Quote Number: CW-19-777-HAC

Date Issued: April 18, 2019

Rate Type: Bulk

Task Summary: Complete CMS and website 
development solution for Happy 
Campers Inc.

Notes: Example project quote.

ITEMIZED TASK DESCRIPTION

No. Description

1 CMS Configuration, System Plugins & Content Insertion
 1.1: Installation and configuration of the latest WordPress CMS.
 1.2: Insertion of content (text, images) provided by Happy Campers; images processed with basic filtering & crops.
 1.3: Installation and configuration of the following system plugins: Akismet, Elementor, Jetpack, Yoast SEO

2 CMS Feature Plugins Deployment
 2.1: Built-in blog setup with categories, tags, and a set of custom post templates. (Blog view type details attached.)
 2.2: BuddyPress configuration with support for user registration and discussion forums.

3 CMS Custom Plugins Development
 3.1: Camping event calendar with integrated event registration and invitation; with back-end for event management,

with e-mail reminders for upcoming events. (Functionality diagram attached.)
 3.2: E-book library with in-browser reading and precision search; with back-end for content management; with 

automatic e-book generation (ePub, PDF formats) from books in the database.

4 Design Integration
  4.1: Development of a custom CMS theme based on design files provided by Happy Campers in-house designer; with 

support for all included plugins.

5 Document Conversion
 5.1: Extraction and conversion of the Happy Campers e-book library (15 items in various formats) into a uniform 

digital format suitable for database insertion and subsequent e-book generation; incl. manual clean-up of 
content extracted from PDF files. 



The above, along with any attachments, represents a complete description of the task to be undertaken; excluding such 
properties and features that are naturally and obviously included in a given aspect in the task listing, in pursuance of industry 
standards and common best practices. Where uncertain, please ask for further specification to ensure that there are no 
ambiguities or diverging expectations. We’re happy to spell it out in more detail before commencing the work.

QUOTED ITEMS AND SERVICES (USD)

No. Description Units Bulk Rate Subtotal

1 CMS Configuration, System Plugins & Content Insertion 1 $200.00 $200.00

2 CMS Feature Plugins Deployment 1 $280.00 $280.00

3 CMS Custom Plugins Development 1 $480.00 $480.00

4 Design Integration 1 $200.00 $200.00

5 Document Conversion 1 $120.00 $120.00

TOTAL : $1,280.00

The prices quoted above are inclusive of the testing, evaluation and monitoring phases. The total quoted above excludes 
transaction fees. For bank transfers, please add $10 USD. For PayPal, please add any transaction fees.

WORK PHASES & DELIVERY TIMEFRAME

No. Description Begin/End in Days

1 Phase 1: Core development: Task items 1, 2, 4 (@Core Staging) 1-15

2 Phase 2: Additional development: Task items 3, 5; Internal testing 16-22

3 Phase 3: Test deployment and evaluation with client 23-27

4 Phase 4: Initial live environment deployment and monitoring (@Final Delivery) 28-30

5 Phase 5: Continued monitoring of live environment performance 31-45

TASK CONCLUDED : In 30 days

Delivery timeframes are given in days, counted from the date of both parties signing this quote, unless otherwise requested. 
While the work phase durations are reasonable estimates and may require adjustment in light of emerging challenges, we 
strive to deliver the final work on or ahead of the timeframe quoted above for the task conclusion.

PAYMENT SEGMENTS

No. Description Phase % Amount

1 Up-front payment Beginning 25 $320.00

2 Half-way payment Core Staging (Day 15) 25 $320.00

3 Final payment Final Delivery 50 $640.00

If there’s a substantial delay in the Client’s payment for completed work segments, we reserve the right to deprioritize or 
suspend work on the task until due payment is delivered. Your punctuality is appreciated.



TERMS OF WORK AND DELIVERY

The following terms are established to ensure that you, the “Client”, will receive the final Work with the quality, cost and 
timeframe you expect; and that we, the “Provider”, receive appropriate compensation for all the work done in developing your
Task. In this document, the capitalized word “Task” is defined as the assignment from the Client, as described above and in 
any attachments, and the word “Work” is defined as the Task’s implementation by the Provider.

THE CLIENT’S RESPONSIBILITIES

The Client is responsible for providing all assets and instructions necessary for the production of the Task, including text and 
other media, and server access details, where applicable, in a timely manner. We recommend a maximum turn-around of 48 
hours following Provider request. Delays in supplying the necessities will impact the delivery timeframes quoted.

Costs resulting from the use or integration of requested third-party software and services, where applicable, will be borne 
by the Client, unless otherwise specified. Such costs, where the Provider is tasked with a purchase or subscription, will be 
provided up-front in full by the Client, and are only refundable in accordance with the third party’s policies.

Upon delivery of the final Work, the Client is responsible for evaluating its appearance and functionality, and for reporting 
any shortcomings between the Provider’s Work and the Client’s Task, no later than within thirty days from the date of 
delivery. If the Client does not report any shortcomings within the post-delivery evaluation term, the final Work is considered 
as approved and completed. After the set evaluation term, while the Provider may choose to remedy perceived shortcomings 
without a charge, the Client may not demand it, and should be prepared to pay an applicable rate for any follow-up work.

Should the Client terminate this agreement prior to final delivery, the Client is responsible for compensating the Provider 
for any unbilled work, in proportion to the total amount. In such a case, upon payment of the closing bill, the Client will 
receive a full copy of the completed Work in its current condition, with the understanding that the Work may or may not be fit 
for use in its incomplete state, and will agree to waive the Provider’s warranty for any unresolved defects in the Work. The 
Client may not request a refund for any aspects of the Work that have already been developed to whatever extent.

THE PROVIDER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

The Provider is responsible for securing copies of the Work and related assets for a term of one year after the final delivery, 
and for safeguarding any proprietary or confidential information provided by the Client in perpetuity. When the Task is 
completed, the final Work will be staged for evaluation, revision and approval on the Provider’s server. Upon complete 
payment, the Provider will deploy the final Work on the Client’s server and monitor its performance in the live environment 
for the agreed term (if applicable), and the Client will receive full copies of the final Work and related assets.

The Provider bears responsibility for fixing any emergent defects for the lifetime of the final Work, free of cost, including 
any defects in the original software created by the Provider, but excluding any defects present in third-party software used 
with the Client’s request or consent, or introduced with future updates to such software, or resulting from modifications to the
Work by third parties, or changes in the server environment, or other factors independent of the Provider.

This lifetime warranty of quality applies only to defects, defined as bugs and vulnerabilities, discovered in the Provider’s 
final Work. It does not apply to perceived shortcomings in appearance or functionality, which must be reported by the Client 
within a term of thirty days from the date of final delivery for correction. Such corrected aspects, and any other aspects 
directly affected by the corrections, must again be evaluated by the Client within thirty days of their delivery.

The Provider will supply the Client with relevant documentation and/or training necessary for the use of the Work. The 
Provider will include sufficient comments in the source code to enable other developers to modify the Work. The Provider will 
be available for support requests without a charge for a term of six months following final delivery, including assistance on 
such use and modification of the Work that falls within the scope of the Task description, but excluding such use and 
modification that was not conceived as necessary in the original Task, which will be billed at the applicable rate.

The Provider will supply all license agreements governing the original work and any third-party software, which the Client 
must read and accept. Original work by the Provider is typically governed by a permissive open-source license, excepting such
parts, unique to the Task and the Client’s business, that the Client may request to be licensed as exclusive or proprietary.

While the final Work is provided with confidence in its integrity and suitability for purpose, the Provider may not be held 
liable for any direct or indirect losses or expenses resulting from the use and dissemination of the Work, except where such 
losses are in clear and direct legal consequence of the Provider’s decisions or actions.



MID-WORK TASK AMENDMENT POLICY

Should the Client request changes to the described Task following the signing of this document and the commencement of 
work by the Provider, the following principles will be applied in determining the adjusted cost of the Task:

• If the change is minor and is an equivalent replacement to an aspect not yet developed, it’s free of charge. 
• If the change conflicts with work already done, both the scrapped work and the replacement will be billed for. 
• If the change is a redaction of an aspect not yet developed, it will be deducted from the cost in proportion. 
• If the change is a redaction of an aspect already developed, it will be billed per the original agreement.
• If there’s an addition of the same nature as other aspects of the Task, it’s billed at the same rate in proportion. 
• If the addition diverges substantially from other aspects of the Task, we’ll provide you with an additional quote. 

Once the change is reviewed, we’ll provide you with a quote amendment for approval before commencing work relevant to the
requested changes. Changes to the task, aside redactions, are likely to impact the delivery timeframes quoted.

CLIENT & PROVIDER: TERMS &  TASK AGREEMENT

This document, along with any attachments, is a complete description of the Task and terms agreed upon by both the Client 
and the Provider. Any of the above may be supplemented or superseded by further amendments in writing which, once 
confirmed by both parties, will be included into the Task records. Unless otherwise stated, the terms and policies described on 
the following page apply for the production of this Task: < https://cmswares.com/developer/terms-rates >

CLIENT PROVIDER

Name: Joanne S. Doe / Happy Campers Inc. Ananda Loponen / CMS Wares

Date: April 18, 2019 April 18, 2019

Digital Signature:

https://cmswares.com/developer/terms-rates
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